
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

Social Media can be defined as any web or mobile based platform that enables an individual 

or agency to communicate interactively and enables exchange of user generated content and 

it is explained by a number of tools, which includes blogs, Wikis, discussion forums, micro-

blogs, twitter and social networking sites. Social Media in recent times has become 

synonymous with Social Networking sites such as Facebook or Micro Blogging sites such as 

Twitter. 

Security implications do these social networking sites present? 

 Social networking sites rely on connections and communication, so they encourage 

you to provide a certain amount of personal information. When deciding how much 

information to reveal, people may not exercise the same amount of caution as they 

would when meeting someone in person because: 

 The Internet provides a sense of anonymity 

 The lack of physical interaction provides a false sense of security 

 They tailor the information for their friends to read, forgetting that others may see it 

 They want to offer insights to impress potential friends or associates 

While the majority of people using these sites do not pose a threat, malicious people may 

be drawn to them because of the accessibility and amount of personal information that's 

available. The more information malicious people have about you, the easier it is for them 

to take advantage of you. Predators may form relationships online and then convince 

unsuspecting individuals to meet them in person. That could lead to a dangerous situation. 

The personal information can also be used to conduct a social engineering attack. 
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Avoiding Using information that you provide about your location, hobbies, interests, and 

friends, a malicious person could impersonate a trusted friend or convince you that they 

have the authority to access other personal or financial data. 

Additionally, because of the popularity of these sites, attackers may use them to distribute 

malicious code. Sites that offer applications developed by third parties are particularly 

susceptible. Attackers may be able to create customized applications that appear to be 

innocent while infecting your computer or sharing your information without your 

knowledge. 

Challenges in Monitoring Social Media 

1)    Server Location and Laws of Different Countries: Lack of Geographical Boundaries 

makes social media regulation an arduous task. Major Complicating Factors to secure the 

networks and Media Much of the hardware and software that make up the communications 

ecosystem is sourced externally. 

2)    Encrypted Message: Use of phones/whatsapp to send and receive messages, concerns 

the government because the communications sent via such devices and applications are 

encrypted and could not be monitored and consequently hinders the country's efforts to fight 

terrorism and crime. 

3)    Complicated Networks: The task of securing the networks is also complicated by the 

fact that much of the infrastructure is in the hands of private companies who see measures 

such as security auditing and other regulations and frameworks as adding to their costs. 

Source of Origin is difficult to find out. 

How can you protect yourself? 

Limit the amount of personal information you post – Do not post information that would 

make you vulnerable, such as your address or information about your schedule or routine. If 

your connections post information about you, make sure the combined information is not 

more than you would be comfortable with strangers knowing. Also be considerate when 

posting information, including photos, about your connections. 

Remember that the Internet is a public resource – Only post information you are comfortable 

with anyone seeing. This includes information and photos in your profile and in blogs and 

other forums. 



 
 

 

Evaluate your settings – Take advantage of a site's privacy settings. The default settings for 

some sites may allow anyone to see your profile, but you can customize your settings to 

restrict access to only certain people. There is still a risk that private information could be 

exposed despite these restrictions, so don't post anything that you wouldn't want the public to 

see. 

Use strong passwords – Protect your account with passwords that cannot easily be guessed. 

Conclusion 

In a globalised society media becomes a lethal weapon against the enemy, and the populace 

as well. Information, as an element of soft power, is a strategic instrument within the context 

of grand strategy. There should be judicious use of social media. But we will have to mull 

steps to check its misuse for creating Internal security threat to Nation. Social Media, with all 

its benefits and the potential for more, is definitely a boon to our world, however misuse or 

irresponsible usage can have negative affects on  an Internal security. We need to guard 

against the negative impact of the social media, which ought to be used in the correct manner 

for creative or productive purposes so that it is progressive to mankind and society at large, 

rather than regressive. 

 

 


